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Monthly Report of the Independent Compensation Panel Chair 

 

December 2023 

The Independent Compensation Panel (the ‘Panel’) met on three occasions in December 2023. 

1. 6 December 2023 (ICP Meeting #246) 

Purpose 

To determine compensation case claims. 

Panel Members 

In addition to the Chair, the Panel was comprised of: 

• Compensation Specialists 

The Panel: 

• Met via video conference to consider one compensation claim for loss of rent. 
• This matter was associated with Tideway works at Chambers Wharf. 

Minutes were issued within one working day of the meeting. 

 

2. 12 December 2023 (ICP Meeting #247) 

Purpose 

To determine compensation, special and medical case claims. 

Panel Members 

In addition to the Chair, the Panel was comprised of: 

• Medical Specialist;  
• Noise Specialist; 
• Compensation specialists. 

The Panel: 

• Met via video conference to consider one compensation, one special and two medical case 
claims. 

• These matters were associated with Tideway works at: 
o Chambers Wharf;  
o Greenwich Pumping Station; and 
o Kirtling Street. 

Minutes were issued within one working day of the meeting. 

 

3. 19 December 2023 (ICP Meeting #248) 

Purpose 

To determine special and medical case claims. 

Panel Members 

In addition to the Chair, the Panel was comprised of: 
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• Medical Specialist;  
• Noise Specialist. 

The Panel: 

• Met via video conference to consider one compensation, two special and one medical case 
claim. 

• These matters were associated with Tideway works at Chambers Wharf and Greenwich 
Pumping Station. 

Minutes were issued within two working days of the meeting. 

 

4. Additional claims settled by Tideway at Greenwich Pumping Station only 

Purpose 

It was agreed in advance by Tideway and members of the ICP that some residents disturbed by the 
noisy night work associated with the removal of the acoustic shed at Greenwich Pumping station 
could apply direct to Tideway for respite.   

An award of up to two nights/week overnight respite may be granted without the claim coming 
before the ICP. This is subject to the following conditions: 

• The building which the claimants reside at must be within 75 metres of any part of the 
acoustic shed; and 

• The claimant’s property must have line of sight from habitable rooms to the acoustic 
shed.   

Where the claimants are within the categories Special or Medical claims, then these must be 
submitted to the ICP for determination. 

The Panel are aware of no such claims for December 2023. 

 

 

Graham A Parry 
Chair, Independent Compensation Panel 


